The democratic party establishment is desperate to solidify their grip on congressional and executive power. Yet there is no sign of a democratic leader that can win over most disenfranchised and impoverished Americans -- besides a shattered two-party system on the fringe of political extremism. While democrats resort to defamation to prove political credibility and center-democrats utilize haywire decision-making to sustain their party-base, there is no telling that party-politics is all about being the popularity of the business class. And yet while the elderly statesman, former Vice President Joe Biden, claims that the poet-laureate is a dream come true and while plans are out there for Elizabeth Warren, President Donald Trump is making popular decision-making that brings wild-enthusiasm to the American corporate sector. Reality sets in: it’s not going to happen, for they are really that bad.

It’s over for the American landscape, in that the edifice of the political establishment collapsed over-night after the first primary democratic debates. In that it appears that none carries the competence to face the factuality of the matter: their political careers are at stake and yet it’s a global effort.
And so, the United States goes its separate ways, while the modern world is awestruck by how of a rogue nation the U.S. is becoming, as it gets closer to the 2020 American Presidential elections. Revealing the democratic contenders, for the 2020-2024 American Presidential office, as one the most frightening candidates in global history to have presided in the national media and on the international stage.

In that it was all an act: out of desperation and sheer political incompetence.